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Abstract
Assumptions and habits regarding computer and Internet use are among the major factors
which influence online privacy and security of Internet users. In our study a survey was
performed on 312 subjects (college students who are Internet users with IT skills) that
investigated how assumptions and habits of Internet users are related to their online security
and privacy. The following four factors of online security and privacy related behaviors were
revealed in factor analysis: F1 – conscientiousness in the maintenance of the operating system,
upgrading of the Internet browser and use of antivirus and antispyware programs; F2 –
engagement in risky and careless online activities with lack of concern for personal online
privacy; F3 – disbelief that privacy violations and security threats represent possible problems;
F4 – lack of fear regarding potential privacy and security threats with no need for change in
personal online behavior. Statistically significant correlations were found between some of the
discovered factors on the one side, and criteria variables occurrence of malicious code (C1)
and data loss on the home computer (C2) on the other. In addition, a regression analysis was
performed which revealed that the potentially risky online behaviors of Internet users were
associated with the two criteria variables. To properly interpret the results of correlation and
regression analyses a conceptual model was developed of the potential causal relationships
between the behavior of Internet users and their experiences with online security threats. An
additional study was also performed which partly confirmed the conceptual model, as well as
the factors of online security and privacy related behaviors.
Keywords: privacy, security, Internet, user behavior, factor analysis, regression analysis

1.

Introduction

Popular assumptions and the reality regarding privacy concerns of Internet users may
significantly differ (see [20]): some people are privacy-sensitive, while others don't seem to
care much about their privacy in practice; many consumers are more oriented toward
fulfilling various needs than interested in retaining their online privacy; even those Internet
users who are concerned about their online privacy sometimes act differently online than what
they say or believe. A substantial proportion of Internet users have insufficient knowledge
about online security and privacy, many of them may not be motivated to regularly update
their operating system, some of them do not turn on the real-time monitoring features of
antivirus and antispyware systems when they have them on their computers, and most of them
do not protect themselves adequately against spyware (see [62]). Even when Internet users try
to educate themselves about security and privacy issues the results are mixed because of the
difficulty of the subject and technical subtleties that they have to manage [12].
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The well known AOL/NCSA Online Safety Study [1] revealed that the assumptions of
Internet users about their online safety and privacy are in many cases not consistent with
actual virus and spyware/adware infections of their computers. In this study only 6% of
Internet users said that they currently had a computer virus on their computer, but a
subsequent virus scan revealed that 25% of dial-up users and 15% of broadband users actually
had a computer virus (with an average of 2.4 different viruses found on infected computers).
It must be noted that an inspection of the computers of all users in this survey revealed that
67% of the users either didn't have antivirus software or that it had not been updated within
the past week. The situation was much worse regarding spyware/adware infections. As much
as 53% of Internet users in this survey responded that they currently had spyware or adware
on their computer, but a subsequent computer scan revealed that the computers of 88% of
dial-up and 74% of broadband users were infected by spyware/adware (with an average of 93
spyware/adware components found on their computers). Finally, only 33% of the Internet
users in the survey had a firewall set up on their computer.
Online security and privacy have been identified as some of the main concerns of Internet
users that affect their online behavior and Internet shopping activity [39], [50]. Various
surveys conducted by the Pew Internet and American Life Project over the last few years
revealed the following [46]: 84% of Internet users said that they were concerned about
businesses and people they didn't know collecting personal information about them; 68% of
Internet users reported having problems that could be related to software intrusions over the
Internet (spyware, malware etc.); 91% of Internet users said that they had changed at least one
activity in their online behavior to avoid intrusions by unwanted programs. However, users
make different rationalizations and act diversely in relation to their level of Internet
experience and safety involvement: some of them are passive and/or avoidant of certain
online activities, others try to protect themselves more actively by responding to specific
security and privacy risks, and some are reckless regarding their online safety and privacy
[47]. Even though many Internet users think that taking care of their online safety is not their
responsibility and that they may not be capable of protecting themselves, the activity of
showing (demonstrating) how to behave safely online may result in an increase in their
personal responsibility and related online safety behaviors [30].
This paper first provides an overview of selected sources of privacy and security threats.
It then turns to its main topic: the survey and the results of factor and regression analyses of
the assumptions and habits of college students of Information Systems regarding their online
privacy and security behaviors. Finally, the discovered factors of online privacy and security
related behaviors are presented, as well as the predictors of virus infection and data loss on
home computers.

2.

Online security and privacy threats

Computer security is becoming an increasingly more complex problem owing to the amounts
and types of information that have to be secured and the growing numbers and types of threats
to computer systems. In the past thirteen years there has been a notable increase in the yearly
report of new vulnerabilities of computer software (about 20 times more since 1995; see the
statistical report of the CERT Coordination Center [2]). In the second half of 2007, Symantec
[5] observed as many as 499.811 new malicious code threats, which is an increase of 136% in
comparison with the previous observation period. The overall number of identified threats by
Symantec was 1.122.311, which meant that almost two thirds of the threats identified were
developed during 2007. The increasing numbers of vulnerabilities as well as the growing
numbers of malicious code threats are major causes of concern for the security of end users.
It must be emphasized that computer systems security is no longer a problem of a narrow
group of experts but rather a global problem affecting private and corporate users of
information technology (IT). In modern society IT users need to be both informed and
responsible for the security of the computer and information resources they are using. They
should also be concerned and active regarding the protection of their right to safety and
privacy in the use of computer systems and the Internet. The latest research has revealed the
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following [14]: 71% of users believe that their computers are safe; users recognize 68% to
99% of threats that are present on the Internet; in many cases diverse forms of system
protection are used, from antivirus programs, which are most frequently used form of
protection, to firewalls and antispyware/antispam software, which are used least. A special
aspect of information security is user privacy. In another recent study [42] 56% of users have
shown concern for their privacy when they used the Internet. They were mainly concerned
about computer viruses (16.1%), spam (10.5%), spyware (9.9%) and hacker attacks (8%).
Furthermore, 73% of the participants in this research reported that they were taking measures
to assure their privacy when they were online.
According to the SANS Institute [4], some of the main areas of critical vulnerabilities in
2007 were client-side and server-side vulnerabilities, network devices, security policy and
personnel, application abuse and zero day attacks. In our paper we will focus on Windows
configuration weaknesses, P2P file sharing applications and other vulnerabilities that were
part of the critical vulnerabilities lists and are related to security and privacy assumptions and
habits of the subjects in our study (college students with IT skills).
2.1.

Vulnerability of computer systems

Computer system vulnerability is a state that enables the attacker to perform activities under
the identity of some legitimate user to access data in spite of limitations and restrictions, or
hide behind a false identity and disable the system. Vulnerability does not cause damage by
itself; it is only a precondition for the realization of some threat [25]. Here is a list of
computer system vulnerabilities that are related to computer and network attacks [22]:
• Viruses are referred to as some malicious mobile code that can reproduce itself by infecting
other programs [57]. With the growing number of web applications and services, the number
of vulnerabilities which can be misused by viruses in order to undermine user security and
privacy is also increasing. Therefore a lot of research is focused on discovering new and more
efficient methods for the detection and prevention of viral attacks on computer systems (for
instance, see [41], [54] and [61]). Executable packing is a popular method for the encryption
of benign executables that is often misused by virus writers in order to hide malicious code.
According to Lyda and Hamrock [37], more than 80% viruses can be found in some packed
variety. Furthermore, there is evidence that more than 50% of recent viruses are nothing but a
re-packed version of the existing and known viruses [49]. When viruses are in their packed
form, it is very difficult to detect them with anti-virus programs. In order to solve this
problem, a new method of pattern recognition based on classification of packed executables is
proposed [44].
• Worms are malicious computer programs that actively propagate over a network and
replicate independently by sending itself to other systems [3]. Worms can be classified into
three main categories which represent different approaches to their development [29]: (a)
client application worms that take advantage of user’s client (e.g. e-mail, messenger) features
to send themselves to other computers; (b) file sharing worms; and (c) traditional worms that
exploit application and/or operating system vulnerabilities and thus use alternative ways of
replication and propagation. In the history of malware, the year 2003 will be memorized due
to the appearance of two most disruptive worms: the Blaster and SQL Slammer worms.
Together they infected over 200,000 systems all over the world and caused damage worth
millions of dollars [6]. Nowadays, anti-virus programs and programs for attack detection are
not sufficient for efficient protection against self-propagating worms and there is a need for
additional mechanisms of defense. One of these alternative types of protection is a method
where a worm is transformed into an anti-worm in order to disinfect its original [9].
• A Trojan horse is a malicious program that appears to be benign in order to perform some
hidden act and/or to lower the security level on users’ computer system [13]. A special type of
Trojan horse which has occurred recently is called ransomware or cryptovirus. Ransomware
hijacks users’ data, encrypts the data and then demands some amount of money in exchange
for the decryption key. Trojan horse types of malicious programs represent a great danger for
the security of computer systems and therefore new methods and techniques for easier
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detection and removal of this type of malware are regularly proposed (see [40], [56]). On the
other hand, it is presumed that the most appropriate form of defense against all types of
Trojan horse is continual education of end users [36].
• Denial of service attacks (DoS) are attempts to disable the access of legitimate users to the
system by reducing the availability of the victim computer [8], [24]. There are two main types
of DoS attacks: (1) single-host attacks, which originate from only one source; (2) multi-host
(DDos), where the victim client computer is flooded with packages from multiple sources.
This kind of attack can cause a potentially large financial loss and there is still a need for the
development of techniques that will speed up the process of their detection as well as
mechanisms that will serve as a more efficient form of protection. In order to achieve the
goal, a framework for automatic classification of DoS attacks has been proposed. This
framework is based on interpretation of header content, transient ramp-up behavior and
spectral characteristics analysis [23]. Furthermore, a countermeasure called DiDDeM has
been developed. It is a distributed mechanism that combines stateful and stateless signatures,
speeds up the detection of DoS attacks and enables their prevention [21]. In last few years the
number of experimental investigations with the goal of preventing DDoS attacks has
increased. Two defensive mechanisms have recently been presented: the first one makes it
easier to control overload caused by malicious packages by using Cognitive Packet Network
properties for traffic tracking [16] and the other one blocks the sources that are trying to
overflood the host with an unusually large number of packages by using the mechanism called
targeted filtering that is implemented inside the firewall itself [10].
• Password attacks are aimed at manual guessing of users’ password or the use of the so called
dictionary attack [32] and are mostly related to user authentication. The most frequently used
method of authentication is by user account where the user has to generate a strong password
which the attacker will not be able to guess easily. Basic characteristics of quality passwords
are [27]: effectiveness as a measure of how strong the password is or how hard it would be for
the attacker to guess it or break it; the degree of utilization which is determined by the ease of
use and memorizing of the password; and satisfaction of the user as a psychological
perception of the degree of effectiveness and utilization of a password. However, users often
use common words or names as a password that can easily be broken by the attacker. In
addition, users often tend to write their passwords down so that they won’t forget them [15] or
they generate only one strong password which they use for all of their accounts. In order to
avoid the above mentioned security problems, recent research has demonstrated that users are
able to generate strong passwords which are very intuitive and easy to remember (see [52],
[58]). Even though the authentication method by user accounts is one of the least secure forms
of authentication, it is still widely used because of its easy implementation (e.g. [45]).
2.2.

Computer system exposure

Computer system exposure is a state in which the system is not vulnerable but it enables
gathering of information about the system or from the system (for instance, about the
activities of the user) that can later be abused. The main means of computer systems exposure
are by spy software, cookies and use of peer-to-peer applications.
• Spy software (spyware, adware) is a software component whose basic purpose is monitoring
of victim computer activity and interception or stealing of users’ information for some third
party [55]. Spyware exists because information has value (e.g., information gathered about the
behavior of Internet users has value to advertisers; the potential to show advertisements
correlated with user behavior has value to product vendors; gathering information about
keystrokes or introducing backdoor vulnerabilities on a host has value to attackers, such as
virus writers (for more information see: [48]). In order to lower the probability of computer
infection by this kind of malware it is recommended to use an antispyware tool because it
enables the detection and removal of spyware and at the same time prevents spyware
infiltration into the computer system. Antispyware tools are the most appropriate solution in
fighting against spyware in 80% of cases [33]. However, in spite of this fact, one study
revealed that only 10% of users aggressively fought against potential spyware infections [17]
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and another study found that only 40% of users activated their antispyware tool more than
once a month [38]. Some of the factors that were found to largely influence the decision to
use an antispyware tool are the denial of responsibility, individual’s attitude, perceived
behavioral control and subjective norms, while the factors like the ease of use, moral
obligation and perceived cost were not found to have too much influence [34]. Besides the use
of antispyware tools, an alternative form of spyware avoidance behavior is careful reading of
the End User License Agreement (EULA). According to one study, users don’t read EULA
before installing desired software and in this way unconsciously expose themselves to the risk
that the installed software has a secondary purpose as spyware [18]. A recent study has
indicated that EULA-based classification of programs can be used as a preventive mechanism
against spyware infection [7].
• Cookies are a special type of data that are stored on user's computer hard drive and are
intended to make the user’s interaction with the website easier. It must be noted that userrelated sensitive information (account or credit card details, recent activities) is sometimes
stored in cookie files and transmitted publicly over the Internet. Therefore, cookies can be
misused for monitoring, profiling and tracking of the user’s activities and can thus be used to
undermine their privacy [31]. Because of their properties, cookies are exposed to some
serious security threats like cookie-harvesting, as well as end-system and network threats
[43]. Solutions for such security and privacy weaknesses are provided in many forms, such as
server-managed and user-managed cookie scheme based on symmetric or asymmetric
cryptography [28], secure cookie system for mutual authentication between servers and
clients [59], and active-cookie dynamic authentication protocol, which can help defend
against pharming attacks [26], etc.
• Computer systems that have a peer-to-peer (P2P) application installed have a much greater
chance of being infected with malicious code. Also, computers with an installed P2P
application that are infected with a computer worm facilitate the spreading of this malicious
code and thus create security holes on other computers that are parts of the P2P network (see
[35]). In this way, “active worms” can spread over P2P tools and networks much faster and in
a rather short time flood the Internet [60]. Besides that, attackers can use a P2P network in
order to increase the intensity of DoS attacks [11]. To solve the previously mentioned
problems, some security techniques can be of use, such as cryptography, redundant routing
and economic methods [53], or auto-adaptive platforms in which nodes warn each other about
security threats and thus adapt to their own security policies [51]. Another type of computer
protection is firewalls that can be found in hardware or software form and provide protection
by intercepting various types of attack through the computer network. The function of a
firewall is to examine every incoming or outgoing packet and decide whether to accept or
discard it [19]. On the other hand, P2P networks can be positively utilized to significantly
reinforce network security by offering substantial help to network members in the protection
against malicious applications [51].

3.

Problem and hypotheses

The main problem of this research was to determine the factors of behavior of Internet users
that affect their online security and privacy and to correlate these behaviors to two common
consequences of their disregard of security and privacy protection activities: occurrence of
viruses and loss of data on their home computer. The identification of typical behaviors which
represent a threat to online security and privacy may help in user education and design of
related tools (warning systems and applications for protection from malicious software). For
the purpose of our study the behaviors of Internet users were classified into two broad
categories: assumptions about online security and privacy and habits regarding security and
privacy related behaviors. However, in our study the data were collected from college
students with a good knowledge of information technology (IT) and therefore the conclusions
from subsequent data analyses can only be associated with the behavior of information literate
and experienced Internet users.
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Three hypotheses were defined in relation to the main problem of the study presented in
this paper:
H1: The factors of potentially risky behaviors of Internet users with IT skills can be
determined by factor analyses of items related to their assumptions and habits regarding
safety and privacy in computer and Internet use.
H2: The factors of potentially risky behavior of Internet users with IT skills are related to
a greater possibility of computer infection with malicious code and the loss of data on
their home computer.
H3: Some specific risky behaviors of Internet users with IT skills can be used as
predictors of (a) home computer infections with malicious code and (b) loss of data on
their home computer as criteria variables.

4.

Method

To test the three previously presented hypotheses a survey was designed with 18 items related to
potential assumptions and another 18 items related to potential habits of Internet users regarding
their use of computers and the Internet. These items were supplemented with demographic
questions regarding age, gender, year of study, and also with questions associated with students’
average grades, knowledge of computers, use of various information technologies (IT), as well
as with a list of statements about problems that the students as users of computer systems may
have experienced in relation to their information security and privacy.
The items of the survey that addressed the potential assumptions of Internet users included
statements like: “I think that no person will attempt an unauthorized access to my mailbox, and
even if they tried, they could not succeed”; “I don’t believe that an unprotected computer which
is connected to the Internet using a dial-up (modem) connection for only a day or two is
exposed to considerable harmful influences from the Internet”. The items that were associated
with related habits of Internet users included statements like: “I like to download music files
(MP3) from the Internet/web or to exchange them over the Internet (for instance, by using peerto-peer networks for file exchange)”; “From time to time I download diverse unnecessary exec
files (games, screensavers) from the Internet/web to my personal computer”.
The items of the survey which were used to collect the data for criteria variables were
created as answers to the question “How often have you personally had problems related to
information privacy/security?”. The potential responses for the first criterion variable C1
(occurrence of home computer infections with malicious code) and the second criterion
variable C2 (occurrence of loss of data on the home computer) were: never, 1-2 times in many
years, 1-2 times per year, 3 or more times per year.
The subjects in the first part of the study were 312 college students of Information
Systems aged 18-22, 74% of whom were male and 26% female. The subjects were at the end
of their first year of study and more than 90% of them stated that their knowledge of
computers and the Internet was in the range from “good” to “excellent”.
The second part of the study was conducted to verify some elements of the theoretical
model outlined in Figure 2. A brief survey was administered to 172 college students of
information systems aged 18-22 (70% male and 30% female). This survey consisted of
demographic questions, two criteria items from the first study, and 16 items that were related
to experience with malware (viruses, worms, spyware) and also to factors revealed in the first
part of the study: F1– conscientiousness in the maintenance of the computer system; F2 –
risky and careless online activities; F3 – disbelief that privacy violations and security threats
represent possible problems; F4 – lack of fear regarding potential privacy and security threats.
To determine the factors of security and privacy related behaviors the data collected by
means of the survey in the first study were analyzed using factor analysis. To investigate the
relations of the revealed factors with the criteria variables (security and privacy related problems)
the Pearson’s coefficient of correlation and regression analysis were used. Finally, the analysis of
data collected with the second survey was used to confirm some of the theoretical conclusions
related to the first part of the study and also to the conceptual model presented in Figure 2.
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5.

Results of the first study

The data were collected from 312 subjects with 36 survey items related to assumptions and
habits of Internet users regarding their online security and privacy. These were included in
factor analysis (principle components method was used with varimax rotation). In the initial
factor solution 11 factors were found with eigenvalue above 1.0, which explained 56% of the
variance. However, the Scree test was used to identify that four factors would be more
appropriate for varimax rotation (these four factors explained 33% of variance of the initial
factor solution). The five variables (survey items) with largest loading after varimax rotation
on each of the four factors are presented in Table 1.
As can be observed from the data presented in Table 1, the first factor (F1) is related to the
level of conscientiousness regarding the protection of personal online security and privacy that
is manifested by regular updating of the operating system and antivirus software. Other items
(not presented in Table 1) that loaded predominantly on this factor were associated with security
(when using a modem connection) and privacy (regarding potential spyware infection)
concerns. The second factor (F2) in Table 1 is associated with risky online activities like
downloading unnecessary files from the Internet, file sharing, visiting web pages with
potentially malicious code, as well as with careless behaviors associated with lack of interest in
the preservation of privacy and security of other Internet users. Most of the other items (not
presented in Table 1) with predominant loading on this factor were associated with behavior
which indicates lack of care for personal online privacy. The third factor (F3) in Table 1 is
associated with disbelief in potential online security threats and privacy violations similar to the
popular assumption “why should it happen to me” or “this cannot happen to me”. Finally, the
items with a predominant projection on the fourth factor (F4) in Table 1 are mostly related to
lack of fear of potential security and privacy risks that are associated with the use of the Internet.
The results of the factor analysis that are presented in Table 1 indicate that the
assumptions and habits of Internet users which are associated with potential violations of their
security and privacy could be grouped into the following categories/factors: conscientiousness
in the maintenance of the operating system, upgrading of the Internet browser and use of
antivirus and antispyware software (F1); engagement in risky and careless online activities
with lack of concern for personal online privacy (F2); disbelief that privacy violations and
security threats represent possible problems which need to be dealt with (F3); lack of fear
regarding potential privacy and security threats with no need for change in personal behavior
that would secure greater online security and privacy (F4).
Even though diverse factors influence the occurrence of malware/spyware infections on
personal computers, it is reasonable to expect that the risky and/or careless security and
privacy related behaviors of Internet users are among the main causes of such problems.
Therefore, the factor-scores were calculated (with regression method) for the factors
presented in Table 1 and correlated with two criteria variables (see Table 2): C1 – occurrence
of home computer infections with malicious code; C2 – occurrence of loss of data on the
home computer. As can be observed from the data presented in Table 2, the first factor
labeled conscientiousness (F1) had a statistically significant positive correlation of 0.22 with
the criterion C1 (occurrence of home computer infections). This correlation is rather low, but
it can be concluded that greater conscientiousness regarding security and privacy related
online behavior was associated with more frequent occurrence of computer infections on
home computers of Internet users. This may seem paradoxical at first glance, but it is possible
that negative users’ experiences regarding problems with malicious code infections as a
consequence lead to more careful maintenance of the operating system and proper use of
antivirus/antispyware software for protection of home computers connected to the Internet.
This finding is of potential use for educational purpose because it indirectly implies that the
promotion efforts related to the protection against malicious software could be supported by
providing evidence of the potentially negative consequences of the negligence in the
maintenance of the operating system, upgrading of the Internet browser and the use of
antivirus and antispyware software.
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* Only factor loadings of 0.30 or above are displayed. Factor loadings of 0.40 or above are written in
boldface.
SURVEY ITEMS

F1

I consider myself as a very conscientious person having in mind the regular
maintenance of the operating system of my computer and use of antivirus protection.
I am used to performing activities which ensure my privacy and security in
using a personal computer and the Internet.
I regularly update (or enable an automatic update) of antivirus protection on my
personal computer.
I independently (or with the help of a more experienced person) take care that
the newest versions of operating system (for instance of MS Windows) are
installed on my computer as well as the necessary “patches”.
Whenever possible, I would install the newest version of the Internet browser
or download “patches” for the version I am actually using on my personal
computer.
From time to time I download diverse unnecessary exec files (games,
screensavers) from the Internet/web to my personal computer.
I tend to visit somewhat “untrustworthy” web pages on which malicious
programs could perhaps be found.
I would continue to perform some potentially risky activities over the Internet
(like sharing of music files or playing online games) even if that would
endanger the security of other people who are using the same computer
resources (e.g., the same computer or a local computer network).
After the private use of the web from a computer that could be used by other
persons I have never cleared the content of the file registering which web pages
I have visited (“history”) or the locally stored “temporary Internet files”.
I like to download music files (MP3) from the Internet/web or to exchange
them over the Internet (for instance, by using peer-to-peer networks for file
exchange).
I think that computers used for professional purposes which do not store any
important data should not be specially protected against computer viruses.
I think that no person will attempt an unauthorized access to my mailbox, and
even if they tried, they could not succeed.
I don’t believe that an unprotected computer which is connected to the Internet
using a dial-up (modem) connection for only a day or two is exposed to
considerable harmful influences from the Internet.
I rarely take any measure for protection of my privacy when using the Internet
because I believe that there is no special reason for privacy violation to happen
to me personally.
I assume that the computers which access the Internet from a local computer
network of a company, college or some other institution are very well protected
from harmful influences from the Internet.
I think that people should be afraid of computer viruses even though many of
them do not cause material damage.
I believe that I do not have to change my online behavior because there is a
possibility that I could accidentally download spyware programs from the
Internet.
I suppose that a greater degree of care for the maintenance of the operating
system of a computer and updating of antivirus software does not significantly
increase my security and privacy on the Internet.
I believe that the Internet users should limit their visits to potentially
problematic web sites because of the possibility that this could cause them to
download unwanted programs on their computers without knowing that they
did that.
I always consider the possibility that my personal computer would be infected
with some kind of computer virus while I am opening a document or other type
of file in the attachment of my e-mail.

F2

F3

.73
.67
.67
.64

.52
.57
.56

.38

.52

.46

.48
.35

.32

.45
.52
.52
.51

-.36

.32

.47

86

.36

.40
-.58
.53
.35

.51

.30

-.47

Table 1. The results of factor analysis of survey items related to the assumptions and habits of
Internet users regarding their online security and privacy (N=312).
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The second factor (F2) related to engagement in risky and careless online activities was
in low but statistically significant positive correlation of 0.14 with the criterion C1, and at the
same time in somewhat higher statistically significant positive correlation of 0.23 with the
criterion C2 (occurrence of loss of data on the home computer). This finding is not surprising
since it can be expected that those Internet users who engage in risky and careless online
activities are more likely to experience problems with malicious code infections of their home
computers, and at the same time are also more likely to suffer from data loss on their home
computers. However, this finding also indicates that the second factor (F2) is related to
external criteria variables, which is an indirect proof its validity. Furthermore, this finding
indicates that the education and promotion efforts aimed at prevention against malware
attacks should focus on this type of user activity.
The correlation of the third factor (F3), which is associated with disbelief in potential
severity of security and privacy threats, with criterion C1 (occurrence of home computer
infection) was rather low (r=-0.17), but statistically significant. This could mean that Internet
users who on average had experienced fewer occurrences of home computer infection were also
likely to believe less in the potential severity of online security and privacy threats. This finding
may have also been expected and it suggests that the education and promotion efforts related to
the prevention of malware attacks should try to change this type of perception of the users who
have not experienced or are not aware of serious security or privacy related intrusions into their
computer systems. Finally, the fourth factor (F4), which is related to lack of fear of online
security and privacy threats, was not in a statistically significant correlation with either of the
two criteria variables (C1 or C2).
F1
Conscientious
behavior

F2
Risky/careless
online activities

** p<0.01; p<0.05
C1 –
infection

home

computer

C2 – data loss on home
computer

F3
Disbelief in
severity of
threats

F4
Lack of fear
of online
threats

.22**

.14*

-.17**

-.03

-.02

.23**

-.08

.03

Table 2. Correlation of factors of online security and privacy related behaviors with criteria
variables (N=312)

To further analyze the relation of online security and privacy related behaviors of Internet
users with security and privacy problems a regression analysis was performed. The 18 items
of the survey associated with the assumptions and another 18 items of the survey related to
habits of Internet users were used as predictor variables in regression analyses. The criteria
were the variables occurrence of home computer infections (C1) and occurrence of data loss
on the home computer (C2).
The results of the regression analysis for the first criteria variable are displayed in Table
3. According to the data presented in Table 3 the occurrence of home computer infection with
malware/spyware was related to greater measures taken for protection of online privacy,
reflection on the possibility of computer virus infection when opening files in e-mail
attachment, avoidance of the use of business computers for private needs or activities, fear of
unauthorized people accessing private mailbox, and tendency to visit “untrustworthy” web
pages with possible malicious programs. Even though these variables are considered as
predictors in regression analysis, semantically most of them resemble a consequence of
previously experienced online safety and privacy violation(s), except for the predictor
variable related to visiting “untrustworthy” web pages. It must be noted that the multiple
regression coefficient with these predictors explained 18% of variance of the criterion
variable (R=0.43).
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The results of the regression analysis in relation to the second criteria variable occurrence
of data loss on the home computer (C2) are displayed in Table 4. It must be noted that the
three predictor variables in Table 4 explained only 6% of the variance of the criterion variable
(R=0.24). It can be concluded that, among other predictor variables, the reported occurrence
of data loss on the home computer in our study was predominantly associated with behaviors
like visiting “untrustworthy” web pages, use of a business computer for private needs and
non-business activities, and disregard for personal privacy after the use of the web from a
computer used by other people. The variables associated with the maintenance of the
operating system, the use of antivirus, antispyware or similar programs, were not identified as
predictors of this criteria variable in this regression analysis perhaps because the subjects in
this study were IT literate Internet users who took rather good care of these aspects of their
online security and privacy. In fact, 69% of the subjects in our study stated (with a response
“true” or “mostly true”) that they regularly updated the antivirus protection of their computer
and 62% considered themselves conscientious regarding the maintenance of the operating
system of their computer. Furthermore, 72% of the subjects stated that they would install
“patches” for their web browser or upgrade to the latest version of web browser, and 58% of
them said that they were used to performing activities which ensure greater online security
and privacy. However, many of the subjects in this study were also used to performing risky
and careless online activities like visiting “untrustworthy” web pages, downloading MP3 files
and file sharing. According to the data presented in Table 3 and Table 4, the latter were
probably the dominant causes of security and privacy violations that were experienced by the
IT literate subjects in our survey.
*

– beta coefficient of regression; T – test of significance; p – level of significance
PREDICTOR VARIABLE
I rarely take any measure for protection of my privacy when using the
Internet because I believe that there is no special reason for privacy
violation to happen to me personally.
I always consider the possibility that my personal computer may be
infected with some kind of computer virus while I am opening a
document or other type of file in the attachment of my e-mail.
I very rarely (almost never) use a business computer for my private needs
or non-business activities over the Internet.
I think that no person will attempt an unauthorized access to my mailbox,
and even if they tried, they could not succeed.
I tend to visit somewhat “untrustworthy” web pages on which malicious
programs could perhaps be found.

"

T

p

-.20

-3.56

.00

.16

3.03

.00

.16

3.01

.00

-.13

-2.53

.01

.13

2.19

.03

Table 3. Results of stepwise regression analysis in relation to the criteria variable occurrence
of home computer infections (C1; R=0.43; N=312)

*

– beta coefficient of regression; T – test of significance; p – level of significance
PREDICTOR VARIABLE
I tend to visit somewhat “untrustworthy” web pages on which malicious
programs could perhaps be found.
I very rarely (almost never) use a business computer for my private needs
or non-business activities over the Internet.
After the private use of the web from a computer that could be used by
other persons I have never cleared the content of the file registering which
web pages I have visited (“history”) or the locally stored “temporary
Internet files”.

"

T

p

.15

2.70

.00

-.13

-2.32

.02

.13

2.28

.02

Table 4. Results of stepwise regression analysis in relation to the criteria variable occurrence
of data loss on the home computer (C2; R=0.24; N=312)
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6.

Conceptual model of security and privacy related online behaviors

The factors of security and privacy related behaviors of Internet users with IT skills that are
presented in Table 1, the correlation analysis in Table 2, and regression analyses in Table 3
and Table 4 indicate only a small interaction between occurrence of malicious code and data
loss on home computers of Internet users (as predictor variables C1 and C2) with specific
(types of) behaviors of Internet users. This can be at least partly explained by the
characteristics of the predictor variables. For instance, the disbelief in severity of threats to
online security and privacy (see factor F3 in Table 1) could lead to a greater chance of
experiencing security and privacy violations. However, the actual experience of such
problems could in turn result in greater belief that such threats exist and also in a more
cautious behavior in order to prevent these threats which would subsequently result in less
frequent occurrence of malicious code infections and consequent data loss on the home
computer. Therefore, within a population of subjects (and also in the convenience sample in
our study) there could be users who had not experienced much online security and privacy
violations when using a home computer and who therefore disbelieve in the severity of threats
(!C1 & "F3 subjects). At the same time, there could be subjects who have experienced
security and privacy violations when using a home computer and believe in the severity of
threats ("C1 & ! F3 subjects). The fact that this assumption is close to reality is confirmed by
the data graphically represented in Figure 1. As can be concluded from the data presented in
Figure 1, the first group of subjects (!C1 & "F3 subjects; 21% of the sample) who stated that
they had never experienced a malware infection on their home computer had higher factor
scores for their disbelief in the severity of threat regarding their online security and privacy
(these factor scores were calculated for factor F3 in Table 1; average factor scores for various
subgroups of subjects were in the range from 0.41 to -0.18). On the other hand, the group of
subjects who stated that they had experienced three or more occurrences of malware
infections on the home computer had lower factor scores for their disbelief in the severity of
threat regarding their online security and privacy ("C1 & !F3 subjects; 20% of the sample).

DISBELIEF IN SEVERITY OF THREAT .

0,5

0

0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

Occurrence of malware on home computer:
# never (N=66; !C1&"F3)
$ 1-2 times in many years (N=105)
% 1-2 times per year (N=80)
& 3 or more times per year (N=61; "C1&!F3)

-0,5
OCCURENCE OF MALWARE ON HOME COMPUTER

Figure 1. The relationship between the disbelief in the severity of threat to online security and
privacy (represented by average factor scores for factor F3) and the occurrence of malware on
the home computer for four groups of subjects

The previously outlined type of relationship is also expressed numerically by the
statistically significant but rather low correlation of -0.17 between factor F3 and criterion C1
presented in Table 2. However, another reasonable supposition could be that those who
disbelieve in the severity of online security and privacy threats should experience more
occurrences of malware on their personal computer because they probably behave less
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cautiously in relation to prevention of those threats. Since the two tendencies regarding the
relationship of occurrences of malware on the home computer and disbelief in severity of
threats to security and privacy obviously work in opposite directions, the expected correlation
between these two variables cannot be high.
The hypothetical duality in the influences between experienced security and privacy
violations on the one side, and the behavior factors of Internet users which affect their online
security and privacy on the other, is depicted in Figure 2. Whereas conscientiousness in the
maintenance of the operating system, upgrading of the Internet browser and the use of
antivirus and antispyware software should be associated with less experience with security
and privacy violations, the correlation between the two related variables in Table 2 (F1 and
C1) is oriented in the opposite direction. That is because more experience with malware on
the home computer could also result in more care devoted to the protection of online security
and privacy. The same type of duality of influences was mentioned earlier regarding disbelief
in the severity of threats (factor F3) and probably also exists regarding risky online behaviors
(factor F2) and fear of online threats (factor F4).

Conscientious
maintenance of
computer system

–

+
Disbelief in
severity of threats

–
+

EXPERIENCE
OF SECURITY
AND PRIVACY
VIOLATIONS

+

–

Risky online
behaviors

–
+

Lack of fear of
online threats

Figure 2. The conceptual model of the dual influences of experienced security and privacy
violations with the factors of related behaviors of Internet users

There are probably other elements which may cause a low correlation between specific
online behaviors and occurrence of malware/spyware on the home computer as one of the
potential criteria in research of security and privacy related online behavior of Internet users.
One of them may be unawareness of actual computer infections or of intrusions over the
Internet in cases when a computer is inadequately protected. The AOL/NCSA Online Safety
Study [1] revealed that a substantial percent of Internet users were not aware that their
computers were actually infected by malware/spyware, which was revealed by a computer
scan after they had provided answers to the survey questions. It is possible that less careful
Internet users who are not afraid of online threats or disbelieve in them and therefore engage
in risky online behaviors may also register less computer infections even though their
computers are in fact infected by malware/spyware.

7.

Results of the second study

In the second survey another group of 172 subjects were asked questions related to the
conceptual model presented in Figure 2. The presumption that experience of security and
privacy violations influences the conscientiousness in the maintenance of the computer
system was tested with the survey question “My previous problems with computer viruses,
worms, spyware and alike motivate me for the protection of my computer.” It must be noted
that 48% of the subjects in this second study responded with “much” and “very much” to this
question. Similarly, it was found that 42% percent of the subjects responded with “much” and
“very much” to the survey item “I am more conscientious in the protection of my computer
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after I have experienced problems related to viruses, worms or spyware.” This confirms that
the experience of security and privacy problems has a strong influence on the behavior of a
substantial percentage of computer/Internet users (subjects in our second study) regarding the
protection of their computer systems. Another assumption would be that other
computer/Internet users take better care of their computer systems because they are
conscientious individuals. In fact, 43% of the subjects in the second study responded with
“much” or “very much” to the survey question “I perceive myself as a very conscientious
person and because of this trait I take more care of the maintenance of my computer and of
my online security and privacy.”
To test if there are users who engage in risky activities because they have not experienced
computer virus infections or spyware problems (or are unaware of them), the following
survey statement was formulated in the second study: “I engage in risky activities over the
Internet (visits to potentially harmful web pages, downloading of executable code or file
sharing) because I haven’t had unpleasant experience with online malicious programs.” Such
behavior was characteristic of 26% of subjects who responded with “much” or “very much”
to that item of the survey. However, only 18% of the subjects have assessed themselves as
risk-prone and used that type of response to the survey item “I believe that I am a person who
tends to take risks in various fields and therefore I behave the same way when it comes to
visiting potentially harmful web pages, downloading of executable code and file sharing over
the Internet.” It must be emphasized that 18% of the subjects also responded with “much” or
“very much” to the survey question “I believe that I am generally a brave person, i.e., it is
difficult to scare me, and therefore I am not so concerned about how I could protect my
computer and avoid unsafe activities while I am using the Internet.”
As many as 58% of the subjects in the second study stated that they felt quite confident
when using the Internet because they had no bad experience with malware (they responded
with “much” or “very much” to the survey item “When I use the Internet, I feel relaxed
regarding the protection of my computer because I have had no particularly unpleasant
experience with viruses and alike.”). However, there were far fewer of those subjects who
generally disbelieved in the potential online threats since only 13% of the subjects responded
with “much” or “very much” to the survey item “I believe that nothing can happen to me
when I use the Internet, regarding my online privacy and security, because nothing has
happened to me until now.”
To investigate whether some of the factors related to the conscientious and risk-prone use
of computers and the Internet that were discovered in the first study could be confirmed, in
this separate and additional study the method of factor analysis was again used to analyze the
data collected with the 16 items of the second survey. The principal components factor
analysis revealed four factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, which explained 59% of the
variance. The Scree test also indicated that four factors should be preferred for varimax
rotation. The results of the factor analysis of the items used in the second study are presented
in Table 5 (only 13 factor markers with an especially dominant projection on a single factor
are displayed in this table). It can be concluded from the semantic content of the items in
Table 5 that the first factor (F1) in this factor analysis is related to cautiousness after
experience of problems with malware. The second factor (F2) in this analysis could be labeled
conscientiousness in the maintenance of the computer system in relation to the protection
against malware threats. The third factor (F3) in Table 5 could be interpreted as risk-prone
behavior regarding online privacy and safety. Finally, the fourth factor (F4) revealed in our
second study could be interpreted as relaxed use of the Internet without fear of malware
infections because of no previous unpleasant experiences of that kind.
The factors revealed in the second study are in concordance with the conceptual model of
the dual influences on Internet users of their experiences of security and privacy violations
and of the factors of online safety behaviors (assumptions and habits) that is presented in
Figure 2.
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* Only factor loadings of 0.30 or above are displayed. Factor loadings of 0.40 or above are written in
boldface. (N=172)
SURVEY ITEMS

F1

I am more conscientious in the protection of my computer after I have
experienced problems related to viruses, worms or spyware.
I am afraid that my computer could get infected with a virus, worm or spy
software when connected to the Internet because I have previously had
similar unpleasant experiences.
My previous problems with computer viruses, worms, spyware and alike
motivate me for the protection of my computer.
The problems which other people had with computer viruses, worms and
alike motivate me to protect my computer from the threats that are related to
the activities with the Internet.
I make effort to have the latest version of antivirus software on my computer.
I take care of the maintenance of the operating system on my computer (for
instance, by installing the latest version and “patches”).
I try to protect my computer from spy software and check it regularly.
I perceive myself as a very conscientious person and because of this trait I
take more care of the maintenance of my computer and of my online
security and privacy.
I believe that I am a person who tends to take risks in various fields and
therefore I behave the same way when it comes to visiting potentially
harmful web pages, downloading of executable code and file sharing over
the Internet.
I engage in risky activities over the Internet (visits to potentially harmful web
pages, downloading of executable code or file sharing) because I have had no
unpleasant experience with online malicious programs.
I believe that I am generally a brave person, i.e., it is difficult to scare me,
and therefore I am not so concerned about how I could protect my
computer and avoid unsafe activities while I am using the Internet.
I believe that nothing can happen to me when I use the Internet, regarding my
online privacy and security, because nothing has happened to me until now.
When I use the Internet I feel relaxed regarding the protection of my
computer because I have had no particularly unpleasant experience with
viruses and alike.

F2

F3

F4

.75
.74
.73

.31

.68

.34
.78
.38

.77
.36

.70
.58

-.31

.74

.71

.63
.79
.70

Table 5. The results of the factor analysis of the second study which revealed the following
types of behavior in the use of computers/Internet: cautious / affected with malware (F1),
conscientious (F2), risk-prone (F3), and relaxed / unaffected with malware (F4)

The dual influences can be observed in relation to the first factor (F1), which is associated
with cautiousness after experiencing problems with malware, as well as the fourth factor (F4),
which was interpreted as a relaxed use of the Internet without fear of malware infections
because of no previous unpleasant experiences of that kind. It must be noted that, according to
the data presented in Table 6, in our second study the first factor (F1) was in small but
statistically significant positive correlation with the occurrence of home computer infection
(criterion C1), and that the fourth factor (F4) was in statistically significant negative
correlation with both the occurrence of home computer infection (C1) and data loss on the
home computer (C2). This confirms the influence of non /experience with malware infection
of a computer system on the security and privacy related behavior. Even though these results
may appear as “common sense” outcomes of research, it is important to identify such
tendencies in user behavior, as was done in our first study, and to confirm them (at least
indirectly), as was performed in our second study, so that proper interventions could be
designed at the level of user education toward the change in the attitudes and habits of
computer/Internet users regarding their online safety and privacy.
Most of the factors of safety and privacy related behaviors that were identified in the first
study had semantically comparative factors in the results of factor analysis of the second
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study. The factor labeled conscientiousness in the maintenance of the operating system,
upgrading of the Internet browser and use of antivirus and antispyware software (F1) that was
revealed in the first study (see Table 1) is comparable to the factor conscientiousness in the
maintenance of the computer system in relation to the protection against malware threats
(F2) that appeared in the second study (see Table 5). Also, the factor labeled engagement in
risky and careless online activities with lack of concern for personal online privacy (F2) in
the first study (see Table 1) is similar to the factor risk-prone behavior regarding online
privacy and safety (F3) that was revealed in the second study (see Table 5). Finally, the factor
identified in the first study as lack of fear regarding potential privacy and security threats with
no need for change in personal behavior that would secure greater online security and privacy
(F4 in Table 1) could be associated with the factor relaxed use of the interned without fear of
malware infections because of no previous unpleasant experiences of that kind (F4 in Table
5). Even though the subjects were different and there were also somewhat different items in
the second study, it can be concluded that the second study indirectly confirmed the results of
the first factor analysis presented in Table 1.
F1
Cautious /
affected

** p<0.01; p<0.05
C1
–
infection

home

computer

C2 – data loss on home
computer

F2
Conscientious

F3
Risk-prone

F4
Relaxed /
unaffected

.18*

.04

.08

-.15*

.13

-.03

.11

-.28**

Table 6. Correlation of factors of online security and privacy related behaviors with criteria
variables (N=312)

8.

Discussion

The data presented in Table 1 confirm the first hypothesis (H1) in this research that the factors
of potentially risky behaviors of Internet users with IT skills can be determined by factor
analyses of items related to their assumptions and habits regarding safety and privacy in
computer and Internet use. The following factors of security and privacy related online
behavior of Internet users were revealed in our first study (see Table 1): F1 –
conscientiousness in the maintenance of the operating system, upgrading of the Internet
browser and the use of antivirus and antispyware programs; F2 – engagement in risky and
careless online activities with lack of concern for personal online privacy; F3 – disbelief that
privacy violations and security threats represent possible problems; F4 – lack of fear
regarding potential privacy and security threats with no need for change in personal online
behavior. However, the second hypothesis (H2) was only partly confirmed and the results of
this study were mixed regarding the relationship of factors of potentially risky behavior of
Internet users with IT skills on the one side, and greater possibility for computer infection
with malicious code and loss of data on their home computer as criteria variables on the other.
The factor of risky and careless online activities that was found in our first study (F2; Table 1)
was in low but statistically significant positive correlation with the two related criteria
variables (C1 and C2; see Table 2), and the factor of disbelief in the severity of online
security and privacy threats (F3; Table 1) was in significant negative correlation with the first
criterion (C1), which partly confirms the second hypothesis (H2). However, no correlation
was found between the fourth factor (F4; Table 1) related to lack of fear regarding online
security and privacy threats and both criteria variables (C1 and C2). Furthermore, the
correlation of the first factor (F1; labeled conscientiousness in the maintenance of the
operating system, upgrading of the Internet browser and the use of antivirus and antispyware
programs; see Table 1) with the first criterion (C1) was in the opposite direction than
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hypothesized. To explain this phenomenon, a conceptual model of security and privacy
related behaviors of Internet users was developed (see Figure 2). Finally, the third hypothesis
(H3) was also only partly confirmed in our first study because there were mixed results in the
use of regression analysis (see Table 3 and Table 4) for identifying specific risky behaviors of
Internet users with IT skills that can be used as predictors of home computer infections with
malicious code (C1) and loss of data on their home computer (C2).
Because some of the hypothesized relations of online safety and privacy related behaviors
with criteria variables were not identified, a conceptual model of the dual influences of
experienced security and privacy violations on the one side, and factors of related behaviors
of Internet users, on the other, is introduced (see Figure 2). It can be concluded from this
model that the predictor variables of online safety and privacy related behaviors should be
used with criteria variables associated with subsequent and not antecedent experiences of
security and privacy violations on their home computer. In other words, the previous
experiences of the occurrence of malware/spyware and data loss on home computers
influence the current online security and privacy related behaviors of Internet users and
therefore may not be suitable criteria for regression analyses performed to identify potential
causal relationships, as was intended in our first study. However, the correlation and
regression analyses reported in our first study did confirm the association of risky and careless
online behavior with the occurrence of malware/spyware on home computers of Internet users
with IT skills.
To evaluate the conceptual model of the dual influences of experienced security and
privacy violations and factors of related behaviors of Internet users (presented in Figure 2), a
second study was conducted which confirmed the influence of experience regarding malware
threats on the attitudes and behaviors related to protection against security and privacy threats.
It appeared that while those users who have experienced unpleasant malware infiltrations on
their computer systems tended to protect themselves better while using their computer and the
Internet, those who had no previous unpleasant experience with malware were inclined to be
less cautious and concerned.

9.

Conclusion

Research into typical behavior patterns that affect online security and privacy of Internet users
can be used for educational and promotional purposes, as well as for the design of reminders
and warning systems that could reduce the occurrence of computer infections with malware
and spyware. In this paper the factors of security and privacy related online behaviors of
Internet users with IT skills were identified. It must be noted that somewhat different factors
may have been revealed if a different set of survey items had been used (as was partly
demonstrated in our second study) and if the sample consisted of users with less IT skill and
Internet experience.
The factors revealed in our study partly reflect the categorizations of Rifon et al. [47],
who have defined Internet users as Newbies (unsure of Internet dangers and do not know how
to protect themselves), Brave Surfers (consider the Internet as a dangerous place but can cope
with that), Confident Surfers (believe that the Internet is safe because they can protect
themselves), or Reckless Surfers (think that the Internet is dangerous but do not care).
However, their categorization was developed only for the purpose of forming focus groups
and was not verified by means of factor analyses. Since no similar factor analyses were found,
the results of our two studies may be the first attempt to produce an empirically founded
categorization of safety and privacy related behaviors of computer and Internet users.
This study could be extended with further efforts to verify the factors presented in Table 1
and Table 5, as well as with additional studies that use criteria variables which measure the
occurrence of security and privacy problems some time after a survey is performed that
collects data on the online behaviors (assumptions and habits) of Internet users. This could be
supplemented with actual virus/spyware scans of their computers or with the diary method for
collecting data on malware intrusions.
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Finally, some remarks should be made regarding aspects of computer security which the
user should take care of: the use of antivirus and other protection programs as well as their
regular updates; firewall use; careful approach towards unknown e-mails and their
attachments; careful usage of programs that have been written by some unknown author;
regular updates of the operating system; turning off user’s computer or logging off and
disconnecting from the network when it is not used; disabling of execution of mobile code
(ActiveX, JavaScript, Java) whenever possible; disabling of scripting possibilities in e-mail
clients; usage of strong passwords; taking care of safe password storage, and constant
education about security flaws and ways of their prevention and protection against them.
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